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ANN SACKS KANSO – A NEW CERAMIC DESIGN BY ANN SACKS 
 
PORTLAND, Ore. (June 1, 2017) – ANN SACKS, a leading manufacture and designer of tile 

and stone, unveiled Kanso, a modern ceramic tile with a smooth face and crisp edge to 

evoke a clean, minimalist ambiance.  Offered standard in Winter White glossy or matte 

finish, Kanso is an inventoried tile with a lead time of only one to two weeks – and with its 

ANN SACKS entry level price point – makes it the perfect ‘go to’ for large scale commercial 

applications.  

 By design, Kanso’s concise edges allow for a tight grout joint to execute a neat, 

seamless installation.  Tile field sizes of 3”x6”, 6”x6”, 

4”x12”, 4”x24”, and 12”x24”, a netted mosaic (shown), and 

a beveled border and beveled bonded edge trim provide all 

the tools to take an installation from straightforward to 

more complex tile patterning when options are mixed and 

matched.  Kanso is suitable for all indoor wall applications, 

including shower walls, and can withstand higher 

temperatures to accommodate behind-the-range 

backsplashes or fireplace surrounds. 

 

About ANN SACKS 

Founded in 1981, ANN SACKS has built its reputation with inspiring designs in tile, 

stone, plumbing, lighting and accessories. Based in Portland, Ore., ANN SACKS is a wholly  

more … 
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owned subsidiary under the Kohler Co. umbrella of businesses and a part of its Decorative 

Products sector along with sister brands KALLISTA plumbing and Robern mirrored 

cabinetry. 

Founded in 1873 and headquartered in Kohler, Wis., Kohler Co. is one of America’s 

oldest and largest privately held companies. Kohler is a global leader in the manufacture of 

kitchen and bath products, engines and power generation systems, cabinetry, tile and home 

interiors, and international host to award-winning hospitality and world-class golf 

destinations. 

 

For additional information regarding Kanso or other ANN SACKS products, 

consumers can call toll-free 1-800-278-TILE or visit the ANN SACKS website at 

www.annsacks.com. 
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